The freshman class is to be congratulated on their spunk and their good musical taste. Freshmen, as a general rule, haven't the spunk to take on the responsibility of bringing such a high-priced band for their dance. There are other bands with as big a name and as big a price tag as the Herman outfit, but few can excite it at putting out one music. Their choice of Woody Herman shows the quality of the Freshmen's taste.

Speaking of the dances, Bill Big-bum, formerly known as Bill Kluy, made the jaws of all us 'ol elephants snap nearly to our knees when he sat in with the Herman band. Bill looked for all the world as if that was where he belonged and certainly nobody had any complaints about the quality of the notes coming out of his horn. The members of the Auburn Knights pressroom were sufficiently impressed to invite him to transfer to Auburn, as I've heard. Seriously, Bill has quite a talent there, and if for once he really CONSIDERED the possibility of being developed, there is no telling what success he could achieve.

A former Jville State student has her first teaching position this year, a second grade position in a rural school. The other day she received the following note from the mother of one of her students: "Dear Miss Little, it has been some time since boys tried to put Marvin down the toilet hole. You watch them about it next time. Sincerely, Mrs. Langford."

In a column of a newspaper, I see that a young lady who passed the English Requirement Exam in a good score is to be given a medal. She is the first student to have passed the exam with a score of 95. This is an excellent achievement, and it is to be noted that this young lady is a freshman.

The Atlanta Journal Constitution announced that the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra will give a concert at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, May 9. The program will include works by Beethoven, Mozart, and Brahms. The orchestra will be conducted by Maestro Robert Shaw. The concert is expected to draw a large audience.

Classmate Mary Smith was accepted into the University of Alabama's School of Music. She will be studying piano performance and composition.

The May issue of The Eagle, the school newspaper, contains an article about the history of Jville State College. It traces the institution's roots back to its founding in 1884 as a Normal School. The article highlights the college's growth and the roles of influential figures such as President James T. Thompson and Dr. J.W. L. Lindsey.

This week, Jville State's tennis team will host its annual tournament. The event will feature matches between teams from across the state. The tournament is scheduled for Friday and Saturday at the school's tennis courts.

The Administrative Committee has announced that the annual Spring Carnival will be held on Saturday, May 7, at the college's athletic fields. The event will feature a variety of activities, including a talent show, craft fair, and live music.

The Jville State student newspaper, The Eagle, has published an article about the college's upcoming production of "The Importance of Being Earnest." The play, by Oscar Wilde, is set for performances on March 30 and 31 in the college auditorium. The cast is composed entirely of students, and the production is directed by Dr. John T. Thompson.
Dr. Cayley Outlines Procedure
For Deferment, Postponement

The world situation appears to have produced a phase of hysteria in the nation, especially among college students who may become soldiers in the United States Army. Many students are rushing to enlist in their favorite branch of the armed forces, giving serious thought to the broader significance of American participation.

If the United States is to experience a genuine state orientation in the future, we will need of educated leaders at all levels of government, in addition to trained engineers, in order to meet the complex challenges of the future. In many fields, college students may make a greater contribution in their nation's hour of need by continuing their education.

The government has seized this possibility and has provided for deferment, postponement, and delay procedures for college students. These regulations are not to apply and may be altered by the Department of Defense or the Congressional Service from time to time. It was learned recently that President C. set up an Emergency Emancipation Committee to investigate the regulations in detail and to recommend them to students and faculty.

In order to avoid the current situation the committee has made the following analysis of procedures as follows:

1. Selective Service is National Guard, and is a state and federal program.
2. National Guard and Reserve Officers trained in Europe and in other European countries.

3. Although Bach has always been high in the Army, he has also been a consistent champ.

(Continued on page 6)

French Cultural Head
Spends Day At International House

On Saturday, January 20, 1941, Monsieur Rene de Messieres, head of French Cultural Services in the United States, was a guest at a luncheon at the International House. Monsieur de Messieres came to Jacksonville with Mr. Frank Hull, president of the College Board of the Southern Baptist College and Dr. Anthony C. Bundy, head of the Department of French at Jacksonville College. High points were the meeting of the students and guests after lunch in French.

Guests at the luncheon were: Dr. Monson Colvin, M. Rene de Messieres, Charles E. Catley, professor of political science, and Mr. Frank Hull, president, Major Victor H. Basset, vice-president and General Manager, C. A. Frank, Club Manager, and Mrs. Julius K. Brannum, a graduate of the college.

(Continued on page 3)

Bartor Players Will Present Comedy of Errors

Production of Shakespeare's Comedy Will Be Sponsored By Masque and Wig

Robert Porterfield's famed Bartor Players will present its production of 'The Comedy of Errors,' by William Shakespeare at the Leece Auditorium on February 12. The play will be presented by the Masque and Wig Guild, and the proceeds will benefit the arts at the university. The production promises to be a delightful evening for anyone interested in the arts. The actors will be on hand to answer questions and interact with the audience. The performance will conclude with a reception, where guests can enjoy refreshments and chat with the actors. This is a rare opportunity to see a classic comedy performed by a talented group of performers.
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Mash Note

From January 15, Newsweek

The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union’s four-month-old campaign against beer for front-line GIs’ paid off last week when the following letter from “somewhere in Korea” reached WCTU Headquarters:

“Dear Ladies of the WCTU:

We, the men of the 17th Engineers Combat Battalion, really do appreciate the fruit juices you are sending over here in place of beer. It doesn’t quite take the place of beer, but you can get a better buzz on it. We just add a little yeast and sugar to it, heat it on the stove, and get some of the finest wine we ever brewed. As yeast and sugar are scarce over here, we would appreciate it very much if you would send wine in the next shipment. Thank you very much and keep the juices coming our way.”

Let Your Heart Move Your Money

The March of Dimes is now under way.

Public response to the annual fund-raising drive of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, which has enabled this humanitarian organization to do a magnificent job in meeting the increasingly widespread polio challenge.

The need for an enormously successful March of Dimes this year must be fully understood. Not only was 1950 the second worst polio year on record, but its lingering hum drum financial problems, a recapitulation of some facts concerning the cost of infantile paralysis in the home vividly.

By last fall, epidemic aids funds of the National Foundation were gone, despite a most successful March of Dimes of the previous January. Every available dollar has been used in service to provide aid for those suffering in the stricken. Not only for 1950’s cases, but also for patients from 1949 and other years who still require care and treatment.

Remember that March of Dimes bill for the three-year period 1941-43, 50 took more than $88,000,000 in March of Dimes funds — exclusive of the millions that went to underwrite research, and education for professional personnel.

Right now, in hospitals, homes and clinics throughout the country, there are men, women, girls—and adults too—who look to the 1951 March of Dimes for continued assistance.

We will get the helping hands we need—ONLY IF WE DO OUR PART.

The Guises of Communism

Today we face a New Pearl Harbor, not a sudden, savage onslaught on our shores by hostile sea and air forces, though that could never be overlooked so long as we face an enemy who will stop at nothing to gain mastery of the world. Those attacks that are tearing at our very heartland of democracy are ranging across a variety of fronts — military, political, diplomatic, economic — the confluence of unconscious defeatism, and it has touched both the students and the faculty of this school. Some of us seem actually to feel complacent about it, thinking that we have completely justified our inaction.

Something is being done at this institution about this continued negligence. Students are going to be asked to take part in forums designed to discuss and provoke a knowledge. It might not be such a bad idea if everyone of us searched ourselves until we found and sorted our errors. And now you can laugh !!!!

Book Review

From The Modern Reperoire University of Denver Press, 1949.

Edited by Eric Bentley, (Richard Callam)

"One of the best of modern critical dramas, Eric Bentley, has brought together in this anthology an unknown but historically important plays. Although the plays range from Al- fred de Musset’s Fantasio (1834) to W. B. Yeats’s “A Full Moon in March” (1905), this collection of plays demonstrates all the problems of, and the experiments in technique tried, by serious dramatists who desire not merely to achieve success at conventional commercial theater but to restore drama to its rightful importance as art—to build dramas of depth and beauty. The attempts at art as shown by this collection of plays..."
Extemporaneous and Incoherent
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MEET FORNEY!

A CLOSE SHAVE — Reading left to right are four residents of Forney Hall: James Dotson, "White" White, Randall Borden, and Irving Boldin.

THE TELEGRAPH LINE — During leisure hours, the telephone at Forney is in great demand. The picture above gives a good idea of what things are. Reading left to right: J. L. Henderson, Bob Hamill, Lewis Bultworth, Winston Williams, Pete Brooks, Ed Baxter, and Milton Reed. The student in the telephone booth is not identified.

French Cultural Head (Continued from Page 1)

Peres, Cuban student at Birmingham-Southern College; Mrs. W. R. LaBove, Jr., Dr. Lorrice Pivise, Dr. Consants, Mrs. Constant, Berree Belhomme, Claire Rikeman, Beatrice Proctor, Jeann. Marie St. Jacques, C. L. Simpson, Don Taylor, Martha Cramer, Jack Churchill, Sam Mims, Martha Ellen, Freda Freeman, Donald Fraser, Raquel Nodl, Neman, Stalart, Mary Hendon, Faith Hendreath, Tom Shilton, Betty Migran, Virginia Bright, Tommy Watson, Bill Jones, Betty Wallace and Dr. James R. Jones.

During the 1820's it took months for a flatboat loaded with bales of cotton to drift from Fort Deposit and Florence to New Orleans. Here the boats were knocked down and sold for lumber, and the boatmen returned overland.

On the corner of Franklin and Gates Streets in Huntsville, is a gray stone marking the site of the first constitutional convention and the first Alabama Bluff.

Of Alabama's 67 counties, only 14 bear the names of Alabama men.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
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ALUMNI NOTES
OFF TO CLASS — Headed for classes on the hill are: Quinton McAvoy, Bixly Walls, Aubry Brooks and Billy Moore.

FORNEY — One of Jacksonvillle’s landmarks and cornerstones! The oldest men’s dormitory on the campus.

Forney, site of the famous Forney College, has sheltered many of Jacksonvillle’s ambitious young men through the years, and thus impressed in the minds of many Alabama’s most active educators and businessmen.

Forney’s brochure is a strong cross-section of J. S. C.’s students and alumni, and does not receive its share of fame and acclaim for school activities. It is for the purpose of acquainting the new campus with the old that we present this pictorial book-in of Forney.

(Editors’ Note: Publication limits restricted our wish to use more pictures. More will be presented from time to time.)

ALUMNI NOTES

By Mrs. R. K. Coffee

News items concerning the alumni have been collected as follows:

Mary Cobb Bennett (Mrs. Claude) is secretary of the new Shakes Valley High School in Birmingham. She recently flew to Pittsburgh, Pa., with the principal of her school to attend the national Kappa Phi Kappa convention. Her principal, F. A. Peake, is national executive secretary.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Barnes (Mary Doug King) now have a little daughter, Carla, who was born in September. They also have a son, The Barnes live in Memphis, Tenn.

Dr. and Mrs. Guy Rutledge (Beth Cole) named their little son born December 8th, Guy Lowrie III. They live at Maxwell Field.

Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Collier (Norma Crutcher) are residing in Birmingham. Mr. Collier is teaching at Gibson Elementary School, and Mr. Collier is with the Continental Insurance Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mitchell (Eloise Thompson) are now residing in Dallas, Texas. Mr. Mitchell is a dealer in antique furniture.

Miss Marion Coffee is director of Service Club No. 2 at Fort Benning, Ga.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cox (Betty Adams) are now living in Dothan, Mr. Cox is employed by G. M. A. C.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Motley (Marcella Cullison) are in Nashville, Tenn., where Mr. Motley is doing graduate study at Vanderbilt.

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Freeman (Leckyna Holmes) are at Baylor University. They attended Polytechnic College the past summer. Mr. Freeman is a student at the seminary.

Mrs. Bill Collier (Jenkins Cob) joined her husband at Aberdeen, Miss., before the holidays. He is stationed there with the army.

The “J” Club held its annual initiation ceremonies recently. The pledges were dressed up classes as they appear above.

This was only one phase of the initiation, which was reported to have been “rugged.”
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"Thereby hangs a tale!"

The class clown went out on a limb and tried to prove cigarette mildness by the quick-trick method! He tried the fast inhale, fast exhale test—a whiff, a sniff—and they still left him up in the air!

But then he got his feet on the ground. He learned that there is a reliable way to discover how mild a cigarette can be!

And that test is . . .

The sensible test . . . the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke—a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed. After you’ve enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you’ll know why . . .

More People Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!
Religious Activities

Wesley Foundation

The Wesley Foundation met in the Little Auditorium of 12th Church Thursday evening, where Dr. J. W. H. Parker, president of Morehead State University, gave a lecture on the teaching of the Bible. The meeting was attended by many members of the congregation, and the discourse was well received.

Lawrence Parker presided in the chair, and a vote of thanks was expressed to Dr. Parker for his accommodating hospitality.

The Wesley Foundation decided to build up the church choir as one of its main activities for the coming year on Sunday nights.

The following students attended the meeting: Lee Mckee; James Montgomery; Bennie Goll, Geo. e; Dorothy Davis, Ra; Ian Wright, George Anderson; and John Anderson. Geddert; Mary J. Brown, Fayez, Wilbur Smith, Mobile; Roy Nelson, Crossville; Virginia Hill, Releigh; N. C. J. Arnold, Randolph; Kerneol; Lacy Braker, Jasper; Dean, Crawford; Ada Bound, Jumble; Mary Louise Key, Broyten; Julia Rice, Fel. Wayne; and A. Turner; andshown, and Ali. D. Montgomery, Jackson.

The group was reminded of the annual Student Methodist Union Service which will be held on our University campus February 9, 10, 11. All students are invited to remain in the chapel in any part of the program.

The Wesley Foundation extended an invitation to all students to meet at the office every Sunday afternoon from 3:00 until 5:00.

Women's Association Organized in P. E. Department

The Women's Division of the Association held its first meeting November 21, and the committee was formed to discuss the constitution and to organize a program of different activities.

The purpose of the Association shall be to promote good sportsmanship; to promote the health of students; to create an environment suitable for educational and recreational activities; to serve as a link between the college and the local community; and to establish a sense of camaraderie among students.

Mrs. H. F. Pallett, newly elected state president, will preside.

The following students were elected: Carolyn Myers, Mobile, president; W. T. Walker, secretary; Dorothy Davis, vice-president; and Ramona Johnson, treasurer.

Dr. CALEY

(Continued from page one)

Baptist Student Union

On Monday evening, January 23, the executive committee of the college Baptist Student Union, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dale, met to discuss the constitution and to organize a program of different activities. The committee was formed to promote good sportsmanship; to promote the health of students; to create an environment suitable for educational and recreational activities; to serve as a link between the college and the local community; and to establish a sense of camaraderie among students.

Dr. CALEY

(Continued from page one)

Foreign Students Spend Holidays in Florida

Three days before Christmas, four foreign students were welcomed to New York by their hosts, who were both very interested in their country.

A day after Christmas, we took off at 12:30 A.M. on the first flight to New York and arrived at 2:30 A.M., where we were greeted by our hosts with warm embraces. They took us to their hotel in New York, where we were welcomed by the local hosts who had arranged for our transportation and accommodation.

On New Year's Eve we had a "high-spirited" party, where we enjoyed ourselves very much. We spent the next day in Manhattan, visiting all the famous landmarks.

The trip was very enjoyable and we all looked forward to our next trip to Florida, where we plan to spend the summer.

The trip was sponsored by the International Student Union, which arranged for all the transportation and accommodation.

The students were hosted by local families who were very welcoming and helpful.

The trip was a great success and we all look forward to our next trip to Florida.
Sports

THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

In the 1920s, the University of Alabama was a leading collegiate football team. The team, known as the Crimson Tide, won several national championships, including the 1922 and 1923 national championships. The team was also known for its unique traditions, such as the tradition of dressing in red and white uniforms. These traditions have continued to this day, and the Crimson Tide is one of the most successful and storied college football programs in the United States.

The University of Alabama is also known for its athletic programs in other sports, including basketball, baseball, soccer, and track and field. The Crimson Tide has won several national championships in these sports as well. The university has a strong athletics program and is a member of the Southeastern Conference (SEC), one of the highest-tier conferences in collegiate athletics.

The University of Alabama is located in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and is one of the largest universities in the United States. The campus is home to several schools and colleges, including the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Engineering, and the School of Business. The university offers a wide range of undergraduate and graduate programs, and is known for its academic excellence and research capabilities.

In addition to its academic and athletic programs, the University of Alabama is also known for its rich history and traditions. The university has a long history of service to the local community, and is committed to providing a high-quality education to its students. The University of Alabama is one of the leading institutions of higher education in the United States, and is widely respected for its contributions to the field of education and research.

In conclusion, the University of Alabama is a world-renowned institution of higher education, known for its academic excellence, athletic programs, and strong traditions. The university is located in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and is home to several schools and colleges, offering a wide range of programs in various fields. The university is committed to providing a high-quality education to its students, and is widely respected for its contributions to the field of education and research.
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Notes From The Music Department

Something new is being added. The girls of the Phi Mu Alpha have found a new music department which is to be a sister organization to the Phi Mu Alpha. The girls in the fraternity are encouraged to help in various ways to build up this new music department. The girls who have been members of the Phi Mu Alpha for a short time have been working hard to establish this new department. They are trying to make it as successful as the Alpha Chi Omega department.

The Phi Mu Alpha department is planning to increase the membership in the coming year. They are trying to attract more girls to the fraternity by offering various activities and events. They are planning to increase the membership by recruiting more girls who are interested in music and have a talent for singing.

The Phi Mu Alpha department is planning to increase the membership in the coming year. They are trying to attract more girls to the fraternity by offering various activities and events. They are planning to increase the membership by recruiting more girls who are interested in music and have a talent for singing.

Czechoslovakian Woman To Speak Here

Jana Hrazda Pelantova, former mayor of Prague, Czechoslovakia, will be the principal speaker at the annual meeting of the Columbus Women's Clubs at the Bynum Clubhouse on Feb. 13.

The bride graduated from the University of Prague in 1950 and received a scholarship for a year's study in Europe. During this time she studied at the University of Munich, Germany, and the University of London, England. She then returned to the United States and entered Ohio State University, where she received her bachelor's degree in education. She is currently serving as a teacher in the public school system of Columbus.

The Sentinel

The Sentinel is a weekly newspaper published in Columbus, Ohio. It is a free publication that covers local news, events, and activities in the area. The Sentinel is published every Thursday and distributed throughout the city. The newspaper is known for its in-depth coverage of local news and its focus on community events.

The Sentinel is a weekly newspaper published in Columbus, Ohio. It is a free publication that covers local news, events, and activities in the area. The Sentinel is published every Thursday and distributed throughout the city. The newspaper is known for its in-depth coverage of local news and its focus on community events.

The Sentinel is a weekly newspaper published in Columbus, Ohio. It is a free publication that covers local news, events, and activities in the area. The Sentinel is published every Thursday and distributed throughout the city. The newspaper is known for its in-depth coverage of local news and its focus on community events.
The son of a #il-questions are asked. Today, answers are given.

Are od ones and are they given with consideration for the young men to receive help and guidance? Blanket study programs provide an easy out for the person giving advice but such responses leave young men uncertain and unsatisfied.

Why go to college? A friend who recently said, "I want to make a trip to Alaska." I said, "Business or Pleasure?" His reply was, "No particular business but simply to satisfy a desire for the experience." So, going to college may be a way to provide an experience, unique in nature, and one never to be repeated in adult life. One may go to college by many reasons other than those connected with jobs and incomes.

Why study Latin, Algebra or Art? A friend who earns a living selling shoes turned to me the other day and said, "I have an extensive library, he visits museums and he attends lectures. A hobby? Sure, but the hobby provides an answer to a question. He studies the arts because he desires to satisfy a desire to learn the details concerning the development of a great nation. A study of Latin may not be necessary for one who repairs cars. But it may add to the skill of a carpenter and a study of watercolor appreciation may not increase the income of a policeman but such studies may add much to the fund of general information.
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WITTY

When George Washington talked with the young son of a friend, the young man asked, "Why go to college?" Before that day (back through the centuries) young men asked questions of a similar nature. What was it that young men were asking questions such as "What study Latin?" "What good is algebra?"

Answers to these questions have been many and varied. Some have been that the study of Latin prepares one for a legal career; the study of Algebra prepares one for a business career; the study of Art prepares one for a career as an artist. Some have suggested that social prestige gives a boost when one adds college degree to the record. Some are silly and senseless.

Today, these questions are asked. Today, answers are given. Are the answers the same as they were given with consideration for the sincere desire of young men to receive help and guidance? Blanket study programs provide an easy out for the person giving advice but such responses leave young men uncertain and unsatisfied.

Why go to college? A friend who recently said, "I want to make a trip to Alaska." I said, "Business or Pleasure?" His reply was, "No particular business but simply to satisfy a desire for the experience." So, going to college may be a way to provide an experience, unique in nature, and one never to be repeated in adult life. One may go to college by many reasons other than those connected with jobs and incomes.

Why study Latin, Algebra or Art? A friend who earns a living selling shoes turned to me the other day and said, "I have an extensive library, he visits museums and he attends lectures. A hobby? Sure, but the hobby provides an answer to a question. He studies the arts because he desires to satisfy a desire to learn the details concerning the development of a great nation. A study of Latin may not be necessary for one who repairs cars. But it may add to the skill of a carpenter and a study of watercolor appreciation may not increase the income of a policeman but such studies may add much to the fund of general information.
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The Modern Greeks

America! The church in the village, the courthouse on the square, the filling station on the corner, the ball-game, the soap opera, the flashlight blinding the dog-dog, the clip-on tie, the dancing queen, the college on the hill, and the Modern Greeks! Be glad you have your portion of eternal time gives you these things.

Be glad that, as a student, your group of fine young men will observe, discuss and evaluate your character, your personality, your social poise and your enthusiasm for the good life and finally pass judgment on you as one worthy to wear a Greek key. Be glad you have the opportunity to join a band of workers for high ideals, sound scholarship, constructive activities, fellowship and friendly attitudes. Be glad for that part of American life made possible by the Modern Greeks.

Where mediocrity ends there the Greek tradition begins. When men come to Greece, they are initiated into the ways of ambition. Through brotherhood, truthfulness, assurance and faith, the heritage of the past, the creative production of the present, and the aspirations of the future are protected and maintained. The University hall the Modern Greeks—loyal—strong—courageous and inspiring. Long may their banners wave and long may they pace the march of mankind with shields held high and eyes on the goals of fine achievement.

R. E. Manchester

Dean of Men

Kent State University

Kent, Ohio
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Local Artist Now Member Of Art Department Staff

MRS. DEAN EDWARDS

For some time Miss Stella Hugger has had, as her assistant, Mrs. Dean Edwards, in the art department. Mrs. Edwards is new to the college, but she is not new to Jacksonville, or to the field of art.

She graduated from Sophie Newcomb in New Orleans and did graduate study at the Chicago Art Institute, traveling in Europe and the British Isles to further her study and background.

Although Mrs. Edwards planned to devote her time to creative art, because of the depression which happened to be in progress at that time, she accepted a teaching position, first at Huntington College in Montgomery, and later at St. Mary's in Raleigh, N. C. She is listed in "Who's Who in American Art."

Her main interest is portrait work, and she has painted portraits of many Alabamians since coming to Jacksonville to live after her marriage to Mr. Edwards. She eventually found that pastel portraits were popular, and she has used that medium in many of her portraits. It is modern, streamlined, something that can be done in a hurry. Pastels are colorful, and are especially appealing for children, Mrs. Edwards explains.

While she misses portrait work, and has found pastel popular, Mrs. Edwards is equally fond of oil and water colors. She teaches a variety of subjects—painting, design, bookbinding, drawing and pottery, this quarter.

MRS. EDWARDS is a great admirer of Miss Hugger. She called her a "pioneer" and a "crusader." She thinks her method of having beginning art students create while she teaches them is the best possible way to teach them. She feels that it is the only way to get the real results out of them.

Noted Pianist

(Continued from page 1)

ione of the moderns, being the first to play Debussy, Ravel, Cyril Scott, Delius, Albéniz, Carpenter, Debussy and Gauvin in many lands.

In 1905 he began to collect folk-songs and gathered many hundred melodies in this manner in England, Denmark, the South Seas, etc.

As a composer, Grainger is no less famous than as a piano virtuoso. His "Country Garden" is a best seller, and pieces such as "Molly on the Shore," "Irish Tune from Country Derry," "Shepherd's Hey," are played wherever music is made.

In 1915 he made his American debut and became an American citizen in 1918, while serving as a warrant officer in the U. S. Army. In 1928 he married the Swedish painter and poetess, Ella Viola Strom, writing his orchestral "To a Nordic Princess" as a wedding gift to her.

DOROTHY THOMPSON

(Continued from page 1)

Young a leading interpreter as well as reporter of news. While in Germany, in 1934 she was expelled, presumably at Hitler's personal command, because of her exposure of Nazism.

In the spring of 1935 she went abroad again for an extensive tour which carried her from England to Palestine, Italy, Germany, Norway, Japan, France, Italy, and other places.

Gamecock’s "A" Team

Coach J. W. Pennington’s Gamecocks are doing all right this season. They have won a large percentage of their games in a schedule that has included independent, professional and college teams. They will be playing a series during the next few weeks, giving students and townpeople an opportunity to see them in action.

On Jan. 30, Florence and Jacksonville will play here; Feb. 1, Berry College here; Feb. 2, St. Bernard here; Feb. 7, Sneed here; Feb. 14, Livingston here; Feb. 15, Howard here.

Members of the team are shown above. Reading left to right, they are: Harry West, Don Keith, Toliver Woodard, Bob Alston, Millard Davis, T. R. Brocc, Vivian Ward, John Kuchinski, Max Bowden, Lloyd Harris, J. F. Whorton, Huy Thomas, and Butler Green.

Dr. Warmingham To Visit JSC Campus

Dr. Osbert Wrightman will give a three-day series of lectures at Jacksonville State Teachers College and in Jacksonville. Dr. Warmingham will speak at 7:30 p.m., January 28, at the Methodist Church. At 8:30 a.m., January 29, 30, and 31, he will speak at Morning Watch. At 10:30 a.m., January 30, he will address the student body in assembly.

Born in the town of Cuddapah, India, Dr. Warmingham is descended through four generations of British Army officers living in India, inspired by one of the great religious leaders of the time, he came to the United States to study. He is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin and has had graduate work at Boston University. He returned to Cambridge and Oxford. Oxford.

He holds the degree of Doctor of Divinity from Carroll College. Dr. Warmingham is an old friend of the Indian people, his major preparation being in that field; but he is also versatile in his tastes and pursuits, a student and reader in the field of literature, history, science, medicine and the fine arts. Several books on ethical and philosophical topics are now in preparation by him. His recent volume of poetry, "Singing Sands and Silver Sea," has been very well received. Dr. Charles Fowler Van Cleve of Ball State Teachers College, Indiana, writes of it: "His poetry combines in a rare way the mystical spirituality of the East and the ethical intensities of the West."

During the winter months he is a welcome visitor at colleges, senior high schools and academies. His wide knowledge and background gives him a unique position as the leader of the teacher's conference and talks to faculty groups comprise one of his outstanding contributions in high schools and colleges.
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While she enjoys portrait work, and has found pastels popular, Mrs. Edwards is equally fond of oils and water colors. She teaches a variety of subjects, low-painting, design, lettering, drawing, and pottery, this quarter.

Mrs. Edwards is a great admirer of Miss Hoger. She called her a "painter" and a "rendesirer." She thinks her method of having beginning art students create with lines is unique and away ahead of her time.

Her only criticism of the art department here is really a criticism of the curriculum and not of the department itself. That is, they just don't have students in the department for a long-enough period. They are here for a quarter and are gone the next. It is difficult to accomplish any definite results in this manner, she said.

Mrs. Edwards says that she realizes, however, that students going out as teachers do have a more rounded knowledge of art to carry into their classrooms than they would under different circumstances, and that is some consolation.

Jacksonville and the college are fortunate to have Mrs. Edwards, she added.

In the spring of 1943 she went abroad again for an extensive trip which carried her from England to Palestine, Italy, Germany, and France. In 1947, Miss Hoger made a flying trip to Poland to view the national elections and report back to her American audience. Her most recent trip to Europe was in early 1949, when she went to England, Greece, Turkey, Portugal, and Germany to view the current situations.

She has been unflagging in her interest in freedom for all peoples and against totalitarian ideologies.

"Troy could be called the "City of Many Names." In the early days while it was still an Indian hunting ground, it was Deer Stand to the Redmen. Then came the first white settlers, and the site became known as Zebulon. Later, Zebulon was changed to Centreville. Finally, it was named Troy in honor of Alexander Troy, and her she has fitted into the situation beautifully, in the opinion of those who have worked and studied with her.